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From the Vice-Chancellor
I meet many interesting UTS alumni day-to-day and
I am constantly amazed by the scale and diversity of
their accomplishments. UTS has a well deserved
reputation for producing work-ready graduates who
are not only achievers in business and the
professions, but also individuals who make an
invaluable contribution to society.
Photo by Joanne Saad

This issue of Stay Connected highlights the
professional and voluntary achievements of UTS
graduates all over the world.
You will read of the success of six graduates from
the Faculties of Engineering and Information
Technology, who brought to life the animated
penguins in the Oscar winning film Happy Feet.
Design graduates, Nichola Hunt and Nicole Law
engaged with the local community through a UTS
Shopfront project for the street magazine The Big
Issue. Their designs were adopted to help
disadvantaged people in a practical way.
Corporate lawyer, James Wood juggles professional
employment with pro bono work by helping
homeless men at Sydney’s Matthew Talbot Hostel.
Leisure Sport and Tourism graduate, Tim Martin,
works for AusAID developing industry in Cambodia,
while engineers Richard Noonan and Brett
Anderson are putting their sustainable designs to
practical use in central-western NSW.
The winners of this year’s UTS:Alumni Awards are a
remarkable group of high achieving individuals who
help enhance the reputation of UTS and UTS
graduates.

This edition also highlights some of
the groundbreaking research being
undertaken at UTS. Professor Vigi
Vigneswaran, Dr Huu Hao Ngo and
PhD student, Vin Nguyen of the
Faculty of Engineering have developed
an innovative technique to remove
arsenic from water supplies in the
developing world. The highly regarded
achievements of our institutes and
centres add to UTS’s reputation as a
leading centre of research and
teaching.
I invite you to become more closely
linked to UTS by participating in online
alumni e-Communities, by joining an
alumni network and if you can, by
supporting scholarships at UTS. Many
alumni already support the University
through their contributions to the
scholarship fund. My colleagues and I,
and the students assisted by the
scholarship fund, are most grateful for
your continued support.

Professor Ross Milbourne
Vice-Chancellor
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UTS:cover story

oscar win:
a happy feat
When accepting the Oscar® for Happy
Feet, Director, George Miller said, “My
real good luck was to work with
hundreds and hundreds of amazing
people, that wonderful cast, great
artists, computer wizards, studios that
were passionate, people who cut
trailers, dubbed the movie, got it into
theatres.”
We spoke to six of those computer
wizards. Justen Marshall, Chris
Cooper, Steve Agland, Peter Georges,
Adrian Paul and Bryan Smith are all
UTS graduates, who work in the
research team at leading computer
graphics company, Animal Logic.

“Our role as programmers and
researchers was to develop a range of
tools for visual effects automation,”
says Marshall, the software supervisor
for special effects.
“This ranged from defining how
surfaces react to light when snow
falls,” says lighting specialist, Agland,
“to the translucency of water, to the
texture of the penguins’ tongues.”
One of these tools, says researcher
and development team leader, Cooper,
was the process that made the
penguins’ feathers and fur look so
realistic. “While the initial prototype
was developed quite quickly, three of
us then worked on the development for

a few months. Then it was a case of
refining as we went. The movie took
four years to make and we worked on
this tool until the very end,” says
Cooper.
Over the four year production time, the
scope of the movie – originally
conceived as being documentary-style
– increased. “When we started, we
thought we’d only need to have a
couple of penguins fully furred, with
two to three million hairs on each. We
ended up with 15 fully furred penguins,
each with up to seven million individual
hairs,” says Marshall.
The huge amount of work paid off
when the Oscar® was announced.
“Winning the Oscar is definitely a high
point of my time here,” says Georges.
“When we realised we’d won, you
would have heard our screams at UTS
from Fox Studios!”
“The movie is stylistically very filmic
and I think that’s one of the main
reasons it won the Oscar,” says
Marshall. “The Director, George Miller
is a traditional live-action filmmaker,
but was not familiar with CGI
(computer generated imagery), so he
had a different way of approaching
things. A film director expects to scout
around the terrain before filming.
That’s very different from the
storyboard approach that we normally
use. For Happy Feet we created a

digital terrain, and let the director
scout it with a digital camera. The
director and other members sat in the
boardroom surrounded by a digital
world where they could build scenes
directly in the terrain.”
“Technologically we can do almost
anything now,” says Smith. The team
agrees that animation has come a long
way in the last few years. “We want to
reach the point where we take the back
seat and audiences can focus on the
great stories. Professionally, I love
looking at things in movies and trying
to work out how they did it, but in the
end, a movie is only as good as the
story that’s told.”
“It’s a great industry to be in and there
are a number of ways to get in,” says
Paul. “Play around with software at
home, do graphics courses, or if you
want to get into the technical side, take
a computer or an engineering course
from a uni like UTS that specialises in
the area and really use your industry
training to get experience. We all got a
lot of support from our supervisor,
Kevin Suffern.”
“Just do what you love doing,” says
Marshall. “My first job here was on The
Matrix, and I honestly don’t remember
the first six months because I worked
day and night, but still loved the work. If
you don’t love it, you just can’t do that.”
Image supplied by Animal Logic
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It’s in the

UTS Industrial Design graduates
Nichola Hunt and Nicole Law have
made a difference to the lives of over
250 homeless, unemployed and
disadvantaged Australians. How?
Through a unique community
program funded by UTS.
UTS Shopfront is a university-wide
program that acts as a gateway
between the community and the
university by helping students get
involved with community projects. The
program links disadvantaged and
under-resourced community groups
to university knowledge, skills,
resources and expertise. Projects that
would not otherwise happen become
reality with benefits for the community
and UTS students.
The projects are carried out by
students as part of their course under
the supervision of their teachers. The
process is collaborative, with students
and community groups involved in all
facets of project development and
implementation.
The Big Issue is a street magazine
project that assists homeless,
unemployed and disadvantaged
people. The magazine gives people an
opportunity to work, earn an income
and rebuild their lives so they can
participate more fully in community
life. A fortnightly publication, The Big
Issue is a current affairs magazine
with a sense of humour touted by The
Big Issue team as “a good read and a
good deed.”

The Big Issue team approached UTS
Shopfront to engage students in a
project to improve the image, sales
potential and merchandising of the
magazine. After consultation with The
Big Issue vendors, a third year group
of Industrial Design students,
supervised by School of Design
lecturers, Margot Miller and Mark
Veenandaal, explored options. These
included design concepts for an
innovative and cost effective carry bag
and signage.

bag!
Now 250 bags are being used by
magazine vendors Australia-wide.
Nicole says, “Seeing something you
manufactured being used on the
street like this gives me a great
feeling. Apparently The Big Issue
vendors have been delighted with the
bags and there is talk of the design
being used internationally.”
Photos by Margot Miller

The students developed a range of
concept designs to meet the brief. The
Big Issue team chose a multi-function
convertible bag design by Nichola
Hunt. Nichola’s canvas bag stores
magazines and can display the current
issue. Once the magazines have been
sold, the bag can be folded and used
as a personal bag.
To get the design off the ground,
lecturer Margot Miller approached
UTS alumnus and Head Product
Designer at Travelgoods.com
(formerly Premiere Luggage), Nicole
Law to manufacture a prototype.
Nicole says, “We ended up developing
three samples, at each stage getting a
bit closer to the final product.”
Travelgoods.com generously offered to
produce the bags at cost price, and
The Big Issue bags became a reality.

Happy Big Issue vendors are
issued with new bags

Nichola Hunt straps up to show off her
convertible bag design
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UTS:staff

invest in

UTS

nursing an 		
education
When Professor Catherine Fowler
came to UTS as the Tresillian Chair of
Child and Family Health in 2006, the
University was not new to her.

Thank you to those who supported the
inaugural Alumni Appeal. The
response to the appeal was
encouraging and demonstrates a
sincere commitment among UTS
alumni to invest in the future. The
funds raised will go towards
scholarships for financially
disadvantaged students who, without
such support, may have had to
discontinue their studies.

The Alumni & Development Office is
also working on a number of projects
for which large scale philanthropic
support could be sourced. We will be
appealing to alumni, the business
community, trusts, foundations and
other generous individuals for
financial support to work with UTS in
continuing to provide the innovative
education and research UTS is
known for.

UTS staff have also responded
positively to the introduction of a
payroll deduction scheme. This
program allows staff to contribute to
the scholarship fund regularly from
their pre-tax pay. As awareness of the
program grows we are confident that
the number of donors will increase.

With only 34% of UTS’s funding now
coming from government sources, it is
crucial that UTS pursue every avenue
for funding if UTS is to retain its
leadership position in higher
education.
For more information on how to
support scholarships and other
development projects at UTS please
visit our website:
www.alumni.uts.edu.au or call the
Alumni & Development Office
on +61 2 9514 8036.
Photo by Chris Bennett

Catherine had completed a Bachelor
of Education in Adult Education, a
Master of Education and her PhD with
the Faculty of Education. It seems an
unlikely choice for a nurse to have
studied in an education faculty, but for
Catherine, who says she sees her role
as being an educator, it was an obvious
one. “I’m really interested in
community development – that aspect
of education is really important.”

Catherine, who works collaboratively
with community groups, nurses,
education department staff and
doctors, says, “I think that the days of
working in silos are over. It’s much
more effective to work across areas.
You just can’t effectively treat people’s
problems in isolation.”
Photo by Carmen Lee

Her PhD study emphasised the need
to listen to and pass on women’s
stories of pregnancy and motherhood,
rather than expecting women to rely on
maternal instinct. And her work to date
has built on this idea.
‘Seeing is believing’, a technique
Catherine is using in her most recent
project, is designed to help mothers
experiencing postnatal depression in a
positive way. “We have videotaped
mothers interacting with their babies
and played it back to them. We asked
things like, ‘how do you think Sally’s
feeling?’ Or, ‘how are you feeling?’ This
is much more powerful than us
coming in and telling them how to
parent.”
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Extending a 		
		helping

hand
James Wood defies the stereotypical
portrait of a lawyer. Though James is a
successful Corporate Lawyer for
Gilbert + Tobin Lawyers, he spends a
lot of his time labouring at the other
end of the spectrum. When not
working on private equity transactions
for leading corporate clients, James
can be found offering legal advice to
the men at the Matthew Talbot Hostel
for the Homeless.
The Matthew Talbot Hostel is the
largest hostel for men in Australia,
and is well known for providing
services to disadvantaged, homeless
and mentally ill men in the Sydney
area. James gives his time to helping
these men through pro bono legal
work. “I give advice to clients at the
Hostel. The legal issues vary
enormously. In some cases I’ve been
required to advise on matters such as
theft, custody issues, drug offences as
well as immigration law. The level of
advice you are required to give differs
as well. Currently, I’m acting in an
ongoing matter for an elderly
gentleman who was the victim of a
serious assault.”

“My pro bono work spans a number of
areas,” says James. “In the past year I
have also worked on submissions for
various charities applying to the
Australian Taxation Office for
deductible gift recipient status.”
But, it’s not all black letter law for
James, he participated in a mentoring
program with Year Nine High School
students at Chester Hill High School
last year, as well as being part of the
Gilbert + Tobin Stair Climb committee
which helped raise $22,000 for the
Fred Hollows Foundation.
All this, with a day job! James says of
his position at Gilbert + Tobin, “The
work I do is innovative, fast-paced,
entrepreneurial and exciting. There’s
definitely never a dull moment! It’s not
like working at any other law firm.
You’re expected to be a self-starter,
cope with heavy work loads and take a
large amount of initiative. If I were to
sum up my role I would say it is
challenging, rewarding and
motivating.”

What keeps you going when the going
gets tough? The work, I really enjoy it. I
thrive on being busy!
Favourite way to relax? I’m a running
fanatic!
The most important lesson that life
has taught you? Accept that people are
different.
Favourite film? I love Australian films
like Kenny. People like Kenny are so
generous of spirit yet often go
unrecognised in society because they
don’t fit an ideal.
Most memorable experience at UTS?
The beach parties organised by the
UTS Union.
As a child I always wanted to be…?
A marine biologist.

And the worst thing about your job,
James? “With the rewards come the
challenges. Often you need to make
judgment calls when under pressure –
that’s never easy.”
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going beyond
						
borders

Tim Martin could have taken the wellworn career path, but he chose the
road less travelled, and found himself
in Cambodia.
As a child, Tim longed to be an airline
pilot, but he admits his “spatial
coordination” let him down! After
graduating from UTS with a Bachelor
of Management (Tourism) in 2006, he
flirted with his childhood dream, and
started working for the Centre for Asia
Pacific Aviation. While there, he
applied for a position with the AusAID’s
Australian Youth Ambassador for
Development Program in Cambodia.
He was accepted into the Program
and is now working as the Tourism
Curriculum Development Officer at
the Royal University of Phnom Penh
(RUPP).
The RUPP is the largest and longest
running university in Cambodia and
the Tourism Department is the newest
university division. Tim says, “With
tourism in Cambodia growing at a
faster pace than its neighbours, I hope
my work in benchmarking the tourism
course to local and international
standards will help in the sustainable
development of tourism in Cambodia.”
He also assists lecturers in tutoring
the undergraduate Tourism degree
which was developed by RUPP, UTS
and the University of Bologna (Italy).

“The best thing about my job is
starting fresh in an exciting developing
country. I’m meeting new people and
embracing the Cambodian way of life.
I’ve always had a keen interest in
Southeast Asia, and have travelled
throughout the region extensively. I’m
looking forward to learning Khmer,
and the opportunity to better
understand the Cambodian people,
their history and culture.”
But for Tim, the most important
function of his AusAID role is helping
grow and develop Cambodia’s tourism
industry. He says, “World standard
levels of education are the key to
building a skilled future workforce
which will uphold the agency and
integrity of Cambodian tourism
development.”
And what inspires this committed
young man? “People who, despite the
frustrating political climate we live in,
have an optimistic and idealistic life
perspective. Too often people can
become jaded and overlook what a
large number of good people are doing
to make our world a better place.”
Ancient Relics: Tim explores Angkor Wat
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UTS:alumni awards 2007
Paula Hanasz

Kate Pacey

Paul Vorbach

reflecting a diversity of achievements
The 2007 Alumni Awards Reception
took place in April. The awards
recognising the contribution UTS
alumni make through innovation,
professional practice, leadership and
community service.
The Vice-Chancellor, Professor Ross
Milbourne hosted the Awards
Reception. Award winners
represented a diversity of UTS
faculties. The standard of nominations
was extremely high, making the
selection of winners difficult.
The award winners are:

Chancellor’s Award
for Excellence
Luca Belgiorno-Nettis
(GradDipUEstM ‘83)

Luca has made a valuable contribution
to UTS as Chairman of the UTS Art
Advisory Committee. As Chairman of
the Biennale of Sydney he has
contributed greatly to the cultural life
of Sydney. He is Associate Managing
Director of Transfield Holdings Pty Ltd.

Alumni Leadership
Award
Paul Vorbach (MBA ‘95)

Paul is the Executive Director of
Academy Global, an executive and
personal development solutions
company. Paul has served on the UTS
Faculty of Business Executive Council,
is an occasional lecturer for the
Masters of Business Administration
(MBA) program, and has served in a
voluntary capacity as a presenter at
UTS:Alumni Professional
Development Seminars and UTS
Business Network Seminars. Paul is a
founding member and past President
of the UTS Business Network which
was established in 1995 when Paul
was in the final year of his MBA. With
about 2,000 members, the Business
Network is one of the most successful
alumni networks at UTS.

Khai Lee

Professional
Achievement Award

Khai Lee co-founded a popular sociopolitical Malaysian youth magazine,
and is an independent music
promoter.

Michele is Principal of Red Fish Capital
a private equity search fund and was
until recently, the Vice-President, Asia
Pacific for Electrolux, a $16 billion
multinational organisation. Michele
has also been employed in senior
management and marketing roles at
Nestle, Mars and Kimberly Clark.
Michele employs her business and
marketing skills to help not-for-profit
organisations and mentors university
MBA students. A keen supporter of
large corporations being pro-active in
balancing profits with community
goodwill, Michele is a member of the
St James Ethics Centre – a forum
promoting ethics amongst individuals
and organisations in an effort to create
a better world.

Paula Hanasz (BAComm ‘05)

Michele Phillips (BBus ‘91)

Young Alumni
Awards

Kristen Dorman (BBus/LLB ’05,
GradCertLegP ’05)

Kristen is currently working as an
intern for the International Criminal
Tribunal for Rwanda. She is involved
with investigations and the trials of
alleged war criminals involved with the
Rwandan genocide, working in
Tanzania in a voluntary capacity.
Kristen is working to further the
fundamentals of justice by providing
criminal defence for people who have
the right to fair representation but
cannot afford it.

Khai Lee Ng (BBus ’06)

Khai Lee graduated with a Bachelor of
Business from UTS with distinction
and won the outstanding member of
his class award. In 2006 Khai Lee won
the Hong Kong Shanghai Bank’s
Young Entrepreneur of the Year Award.
He went on to represent Malaysia and
won the regional award in Hong Kong.
Prior to that, he was selected by the
British Council to attend the Global
Citizens’ Project. Khai Lee is also
committed to community projects.

Paula has held internships with the
UN High Commission for Refugees
and with the Australian Embassy in
Moscow. After a career break with the
Human Rights and Equal
Opportunities Commission as a Public
Affairs Officer in Sydney, Paula was
offered a place studying Masters in
Science of Economics in Intelligence
Studies at University of Wales,
Aberystwyth where she is now seeking
her next challenge

David Tann (BBus ‘98)

David has contributed greatly to
UTS:Alumni by promoting and
developing the UTS:Alumni
Association Malaysian Chapter to
become the leading alumni overseas
network. David is also the Treasurer of
Malaysian Australian Alumni Council
(MAAC) and District Information
Technology Chairman of the Rotary
Club of Subang, and contributes to the
community to eradicate polio around
the world. David successfully runs his
own businesses and is the CEO of
Linearsoft Sdn Bhd, a software
development company.

Staff Alumni Award
Emeritus Professor Tony Moon

Tony, although officially retired from
UTS, is employed one day per week on
special projects. In addition to this he
works most days as a volunteer for
UTS. He helps develop links with
overseas universities and provides
support and advice for overseas

Michele Phillips

Kristen Dorman

students. Tony actively promotes the
Thailand and Science Alumni
Networks.

Student Alumni
Award
Kate Pacey (BAComm)

Kate undertook a community based
project entitled Australian Stone
Artefacts Project via UTS Shopfront.
Kate completed research on issues
impacting preservation and heritage
care of artefacts. Her report, ‘The Price
of Our Heritage’ will be used for
lobbying to introduce better protection
for stone artifacts. Craig Alison the
community liaison for this project, said
“Kate’s work will assist in awareness
raising of indigenous issues related to
moveable heritage”.

2007 Malian
Foundation and UTS
Shopfront
Community
Partnership Award

The inaugural award acknowledges
the community contribution through
the UTS Shopfront program and was
made possible by Simon Malian of the
Malian Foundation, sponsored by
Cormedius.
The award was given to the Planning
and Prototype Design of ‘The
Community Living Kit’ for Community
Connections Australia. The winners
were Simon Chan, Anusha
Chandrasekaran, Chantel de Sylva,
Joseph Porpiglia, Pradesha
Puvanendiranathan, Emma Stack and
Mark Wong.

Photo of Luca
Belgiorno-Nettis
supplied by Fairfax
Photo of David Tann
supplied by Fotorex

Tony Moon

Luca Belgiorno-Nettis

David Tann
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engineering a

sustainable
sustainable
future
Barnson Company
Director, Richard
Noonan

Engineering graduates Richard
Noonan and Brett Anderson met while
studying at UTS. “We enjoyed drinking
beer together, so we decided to start a
business together,” says Richard.
Beer even plays a part in their
company name: Barnson. “We wanted
to use our initials, B A R N, but
couldn’t decide what to add to them,”
Richard told Australian Business
News. So the obvious choice? The
initials of Brett’s regular order:
Schooner Of New. “And that’s how we
came up with Barnson!”
Barnson has proved itself in a
competitive industry and is now the
Central West’s largest engineering
company. But it wasn’t always this
way. Richard and Brett grew the
business from humble beginnings:
just one computer and a backyard
granny-flat. “In the beginning we
couldn’t afford to pay ourselves,” says
Richard. “But we had great families
supporting us.”
As well as civil engineering, the
company now offers environmental
engineering and sustainable design
services. “We try to incorporate
ecologically sustainable design in our
work. We’ve used techniques like
grey-water recycling so a site doesn’t
use as much water to start with, and
we have also designed sewage
recycling systems to treat water to a
safe level for watering gardens.”

Energy efficient designs are on
Richard and Brett’s agenda. They
consider everything, from what
materials should be used down to
what direction the building is facing.
Solar power is a main focus too, with
Barnson designs using solar panels
that can produce enough energy to
power individual buildings.
But Richard and Brett know the
greatest challenge in sustainable
design is educating clients to
recognise the benefits of greener
designs at greater costs. By offering
clients product ‘test drives’, Barnson
are able to demonstrate the benefits
and increase the number of
sustainable features incorporated in
the design process. “We don’t try to
change it all overnight,” says Richard,
“we just chip away, one client at a
time.”
And how does Richard unwind after all
his hard work? By coming full circle
and knocking back a beer!

A UTS:Alumni Sustainability Network
is being formed. For more information
about joining the Network, email
alumni@uts.edu.au

When Gareth Ivory graduated from
journalism, he wasted no time jumping
into a training position with the ABC in
May 2004. Tragically Gareth, a
scholastic high achiever, talented
sportsman and gifted musician, was
diagnosed with leukaemia and died in
October of the same year.
Gareth was dedicated to justice and
improving the lot of others. His family
and many friends set up a Foundation
– The Gareth Ivory Foundation – to
contribute to making the world a better
place in ways that Gareth would have
supported.

destruction of infrastructure during the
withdrawal of Indonesian forces after
East Timorese voted for independence
in 1999. It is the only school that trains
the technicians and tradespeople
necessary for the rebuilding and
development of East Timor. By
supporting the education of students
at the schools, the Foundation
contributes to the life chances of the
children, helps support the continuing
operation of the schools and aids
Asia’s newest and poorest nation
achieve a skilled workforce.

The
Gareth
Ivory
Foundation
The Foundation works in remote
regions of the Australian Asia Pacific,
aiming to assist communities in areas
that ‘fall through the cracks’ in the aid
programs of larger organisations. It
aims to deliver the types of support
that build the capacity of communities
to provide for all their citizens in
sustainable and equitable ways.
The Foundation is currently raising
funds to support students and their
families in the Fatumaca area of East
Timor. The Dom Bosco High School
and its associated schools were
among the few to survive the

The Foundation is also working in
remote areas of Papua-New Guinea to
provide coconut oil presses that allow
villagers access to oil for cooking, fuel
and soap making, and give them a
living by selling surplus oil.
To learn more about the Foundation
and how to support its work, visit the
website:
www.garethivoryfoundation.org.au
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jenny’s

secrets
on show

Exquisite, unique, stunning. Jenny
Mercian’s jewellery designs are all of
these, but most of all, they are sexy!
The 2001 Fashion and Textile graduate
finished her design degree with first
class honours, and is now the sole
designer and owner of label Manik
Mercian.
Jenny creates not only for her label,
but also designs couture creations for
fashion houses around the world,
including custom pieces for celebrity
singers Mariah Carey and Mary J
Blige. Her latest creations have
adorned the busty figures of super
models sporting the latest lingerie
from famous fashion house Victoria’s
Secrets.
Aside from decorating ladies in lace,
Jenny says her most memorable
moment was backstage at the 2006
Victoria’s Secret Hollywood Show when
she “beaded a $6.5 million dollar
diamond bra. I had two security guards
watching me non-stop for hours!”

And how did Jenny get to be beading
diamond bras and rubbing shoulders
with leggy models? “After leaving
University I worked for a year with a
few Australian designers. Then I
decided to start my own label.” Manik
Mercian was born when Jenny
combined her middle name Manik,
meaning precious stone, and her last
name Mercian.
“I launched my first range at Mercedes
Australian Fashion Week; my collection
was picked up by Belinda and Harvey
Nichols, Hong Kong. I was also picked
up by a scout from Victoria’s Secret
who asked me to create for his client,”
says Jenny. “Since then I have created
for two Victoria’s Secret shows, MAC
Cosmetics campaigns, Swarovski
International and various celebrities.”
Jenny’s designs have been praised as
uniquely different and exotic. She
makes use of materials ranging from
industrial metals and fabrics to
precious gems. With intricate and bold
designs, it’s no wonder that Victoria’s
Secret described Jenny’s work as
“shockingly beautiful”.

So where does this wanted young
designer see herself in 10 years’ time?
“Ultimately, designing for leading
fashion houses and making my label,
Manik Mercian, an internationally
well-known luxury couture brand.”

Most memorable moment
at UTS?

My final year menswear project. It was
so much fun.

Who inspires you?

My grandmother. She was a great
designer, seamstress, cook and
business woman all at once. She also
raised six children. She was extremely
strong and talented. I could only wish I
was that hard working.

Favourite film?

The Princess Bride, it made me want
to believe in fairytales.
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nobility of

beautiful
minds

UTS has the honour of bringing
Beautiful Minds, The Centennial
Exhibition of the Nobel Prizes, to
Australian audiences. In hosting the
exhibition, UTS expresses its
commitment to creativity, innovation
and peace.
Curated by the Nobel Museum in
Stockholm, Sweden, the Exhibition’s
international tour visits UTS in April on
the penultimate leg of its six year, 14
city tour before heading to Abu Dhabi.
The Exhibition is proudly sponsored by
the Nobel Museum, Volvo and UTS.

BEAUTIFUL
MINDS

Beautiful Minds examines creativity
and important impacts upon creative
process by presenting selected
Laureates and milieus from the 100year history of the Nobel Prize. The
Exhibition does not provide specific
answers, but gives visitors the chance
to think about these questions for
themselves.
The Exhibition runs until 30th June
and includes scholarly, public and
educational programs involving staff
and students from across all faculties
of the University.

uts among the
teaching and
learning elite
More than $5.5 million and a position
among Australia’s top six universities
have been awarded to UTS in the
national Learning and Teaching
Performance Fund for 2007.

UTS stands out for being the only
member of the Australian Technology
Network of universities to be included
among the nation’s top universities to
be awarded by the Fund.

UTS was included in the highest band
for two of the four categories – science,
computing, engineering, architecture
and agriculture (grant of $2,183,156);
and business, law and economics
(grant of $2,372,294). An additional
standard grant of $1 million was
awarded to UTS.

The Australian Government introduced
the Learning and Teaching
Performance Fund under the Our
Universities: Backing Australia’s
Future package of reforms and
initiatives. The fund rewards excellence
in learning and teaching for
undergraduate study.

The University also performed well in
the remaining two categories –
humanities, arts and education, and
health, with results falling in the
middle band of the fund.

Beautiful Minds Exhibition
18 April - 30 June
Opening Hours
Mon - Fri: 10am - 8pm
Weekends and Public Holidays:
10am - 5pm
Location and Contact
University of Technology, Sydney
City Campus
Tower Building (CB01)
Broadway, Ultimo
P. +61 2 9514 1711
www.nobel.uts.edu.au
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kanthi
bones up on
research
When science graduate Kanthi Lewis
realised that UTS researchers were
working on ways to improve bone
replacement, she decided to focus on
this field in her Honours year in 2005.
At that time she could not imagine that
her Honours research would lead to
publication in the scientific literature of
the first proof that crocodile bone could
be used in bone-derived ceramic
implants. Nor could she have foreseen
that she would go on to explore ways to
stimulate bone regeneration in an
attempt to cure osteoporosis.
“Inorganic chemistry was my favourite
subject at university, so bone research
fascinated me. In my Honours year I
analysed the composition and
properties of different types of bones
including a leg bone from a cow, a deer
antler and a crocodile leg bone. Antlers
are long bones and the only
mammalian appendage that falls off
and then regenerates.
“The crocodile bone grows so slowly it
forms growth rings like those seen in
tree trunks. I also analysed coral.
Bones contain calcium phosphate
while coral contains calcium
carbonate, which can be converted to
hydroxyapatite. This is a natural
mineral structure that resembles the
material in bone and teeth. By
combining this material with
constituents that promote bone growth
it can be delivered to a bone target and
repair can occur.”

may
uts:alumni calendar

At the end of her Honours year one of
Kanthi’s supervisors, Associate
Professor Bessim Ben-Nissan,
introduced her to Professor Racquel
LeGeros, who is a world leader in bone
replacement research. “I had read a lot
of Professor LeGeros’s papers but after
meeting her I was determined to find a
scholarship that would give me the
opportunity to work with her.”
Kanthi spoke to a representative from
the Australian-American Fulbright
Commission at a UTS Careers Service
scholarship information day. The
Fulbright, which supports educational
exchange between the two countries,
is one of the most prestigious
scholarships in the world and attracts
applications from the best students in
both countries.
Kanthi proved herself among the best,
and received a 2007 Fulbright
Postgraduate Scholarship. In support
of her scholarship, Kanthi had an
invitation from Professor LeGeros to
work in her world-class facilities at
New York University. Kanthi’s research
will look at bone formation in order to
better understand and prevent bone
degenerative disorders. Her findings
will go towards the PhD in Science she
is currently undertaking at UTS
through a UTS Doctoral Scholarship
Program.
Kanthi says she is looking forward to
participating in the wider bone
research community in the United
States, and sharing her new found
knowledge.
Photo by Terry Clinton

put it in your diary!
NATIONAL EVENTS

23 May – UTS:Alumni Wine and
Cheese Tasting Event

The very popular UTS Wine and
Cheese Tasting Event will be held at
the Blacket Hotel in the Sydney CBD
on Wednesday 23 May at 6pm. This
year’s Wine Master is UTS alumnus,
Toni Paterson. Toni is a winner of the
prestigious Madame Lily Bollinger
Medal for excellence in wine tasting
and author of the consumer wine
guide Wine: What to Drink 2006.
To RSVP please contact the Alumni &
Development Office
P. +61 2 9514 8036
E. alumni@uts.edu.au

Upcoming Alumni Network
Events

Check out the UTS:Alumni website at
www.alumni.uts.edu.au for more
information on upcoming Alumni
Network events.
This year’s planned network events
include IT Network drinks, Law
Network seminars and the Science
Network Reception.

INTERNATIONAL
EVENTS

30 May – UTS:Alumni Reception,
New York

The Vice-Chancellor will host a
reception for UTS alumni living in New
York on Wednesday 30 May at The
Australian Consulate. Together with
the Vice-Chancellor, a panel of
prominent alumni living in New York
will speak to guests.

7 July – UTS:Alumni Dinner,
Malaysia

The Annual Alumni Dinner in Malaysia
will take place on Saturday 7 July at
The Nikko Hotel, Kuala Lumpur.
Alumni living in Malaysia are invited to
attend. Don’t miss this networking
opportunity to reconnect with the
University and each other.

10 July – UTS:Alumni Dinner,
Shanghai

The alumni Dinner, Shanghai will be
held at the JW Marriott on Tuesday 10
July. The Alumni Dinner provides an
opportunity for alumni living in
Shanghai to meet new friends and
reconnect with your university.

13 July – UTS Networking
Dinner, Hong Kong

UTS alumni living in Hong Kong are
invited to a buffet dinner in the
Renaissance Harbour View Hotel on
Friday 13 July. Joined by senior
executives of UTS, the Dinner provides
an opportunity to network and
reconnect and with fellow alumni.

july

For further information or to RSVP to
these events, please contact the
Alumni & Development Office
P. +61 2 9514 8036
E. alumni@uts.edu.au
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international networks
malaysia and shanghai
Ain’t No Mountain High
Enough

The UTS Alumni Association
Malaysian Chapter (UTSAAMC) is one
of the most active international Alumni
Networks. Headed by David Tann,
UTSAAMC creates opportunities for its
members to network with UTS alumni
living and working in Malaysia. Over
the last year, the Network has held
events including personal and
professional development seminars,
public lectures, and travel programs.
The latest travel program will see
UTSAAMC members conquering
Southeast Asia’s highest mountain:
Mount Kinabalu. The UTS Alumni
Mount Kinabalu Summit Trip takes
place in May and incorporates five
days in Sabah, Malaysia, and a
strenuous trek up Mount Kinabalu’s
4,095 metres.
UTS:Alumni wishes the Malaysian
Network all the best with the climb!
To join the UTS Alumni Association
Malaysian Chapter (UTSAAMC) please
visit http://uts.org.my

Shanghai Social Scene

The newly formed UTS:Alumni
Shanghai Network held its first
networking drinks event in December
2006, at Citizens Cafe. It was a very
successful evening with a crowd of
enthusiastic UTS graduates living and
working in Shanghai keen to network
with fellow alumni.

Members of the Shanghai Network enjoy their dinner at Bao Luo

For the second event, the UTS:Alumni
Shanghai Network and the UTS
Alumni Association Malaysia Chapter
joined forces in January for a
combined networking dinner in
Shanghai.
Held at Bao Luo, a popular
Shanghainese restaurant, the dinner
attracted a strong crowd of alumni
enthusiastic to reconnect with their
university friends.
Special thanks to Kimberly Ashton &
Steve Pratley, Shanghai Network
Coordinators, and David Tann,
UTSMAAC President.

UTSAAMC Board Members with Malaysian Network President
David Tann, centre

To join the Shanghai Network please
contact the Alumni & Development
Office
P. +61 2 9514 8036 or
E. alumni@uts.edu.au
Photo of UTSAAMC members
by Fotorex
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good

foundations
At just 22, Simon Malian is very
accomplished. His ‘day job’ is with
Westpac, as Group CIO
Intergenerational Advisor. “The role
has allowed me to meet a vast variety
of corporate executives and learn from
them. I believe in the saying that luck is
preparation meeting opportunity,” he
says. But outside the office, Simon
works to provide free services to
charitable causes worldwide.
Simon is the founder and Executive
Director of The Malian Foundation, an
Australian charitable institution which,
through its two programs –
Empowering Communities and
Consulting Services, provides
innovative technologies and
management consulting services free
of charge to international charities.
While on assignment in 2003 with IBM
Business Consulting Services, it struck
Simon that IT support services were
almost exclusively geared towards
commercial organisations, and that
not-for-profits, without financial
backing and resources of the corporate
world, were out in the cold. This
inequality weighed on Simon’s social
conscience and spurred him to action.
He held interviews with non-profit

organisations to identify the core
issues they faced. Armed with this
knowledge, Simon designed a series of
strategic and practical solutions to be
implemented in charity organisations.
The Malian Foundation has seen many
successes. Its groundbreaking
Empowering Communities Program
now boasts 620 clients across 55
countries, including India where the
Goodwill Social Work Centre won
international awards and grants
through the use of pro bono consulting
services provided by the Foundation.
“We assisted in preparing funding
proposals, marketing the organisation
and providing technology assistance.
The grant allowed the Centre to turn
their dream of creating communitybased technology centres in rural
Indian communities into a reality,” says
Simon.
In recognition of his community
contributions, Simon was a finalist for
the 2007 Young Australian of the Year
Awards. He was praised as a global
innovator, and acknowledged as an
inspirational role model. In response to
recent praise, Simon says, “I see
myself in a role where I can make the
greatest contribution from the
privileges I have been endowed with.”

At the 2007 UTS:Alumni Awards
Reception, Simon made possible the
inaugural Malian Foundation
Community Partnership Award to
students from the Faculties of
Humanities and Social Sciences and
Design, Architecture and Building for
their work on the UTS Shopfront
Community Connections Australia
Project. Community Connections
Australia (CCA) provides a range of
services to people with disabilities to
enable them to achieve their
aspirations and autonomy. Students
worked with CCA on the digital
publication of The Community Living
Kit. The Kit was designed to assist
people to move out of institutional
settings and into their own homes.
And what inspires Simon and keeps
him motivated? “Other people’s
contribution to the community, for
which they expect nothing in return, is
truly inspirational. I’m passionate
about what I do. I’m driven by the
passion to reach my goals.”
Photo by Ian Sharp
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Nader Ascharsobi is now in his third
year of an undergraduate IT degree at
UTS, but getting into the university
classroom was difficult.

education, and applied for an IT course
at TAFE. He was accepted into the
course, and “started only three weeks
after being released from detention.”

Nader fled Iran with his parents in
August 2001 because of religious
persecution for being members of the
Sabian Mandaean group. He spent the
next two-and-a-half years detained in
Woomera and Baxter Detention
Centres.

Whilst studying at TAFE, he discovered
UTS was offering scholarships to TPV
holders. “Not having any documents
about my previous education, or an
English Language Certificate made
me think I could not get a place, but I
applied anyway.”

Just 16 when put into detention, Nader
says it was unbearable, “especially
knowing what the other kids my age
were doing made living more difficult.
You can’t leave the centre, can’t go to
the park or cinema, and most
importantly, you can’t go to school and
continue your education.”

After submitting his TAFE results and
completing an English proficiency
short-course, UTS offered Nader a
place in its undergraduate IT program.
“It was a dream which came true! Ever
since I got my first computer and
started to learn about how they work,
what they are capable of, and how the
world is changing with the help of
computers and computer scientists, I
became interested in IT.

In January 2004, Nader was released
on a Temporary Protection Visa (TPV).
He wasted no time in pursuing an

from
detention to
the classroom

“UTS gave me an opportunity when I
thought it impossible. The University
has one of the best IT faculties around
and provides courses that mix
technical knowledge and theory. You
are also given the option to undertake
practical experience with businesses.
“Every day of uni is a memorable
experience.” Nader’s short term goal
is to finish his undergraduate study,
“then I will take postgraduate studies
at a Masters level. I am also looking
into starting my own web development
business.”
And where does Nader see himself in
10 years’ time? “Doing further
research study, and maybe completing
my childhood dream of becoming a
pilot!”
Photo by Lindi Renier Todd
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beating
the odds
music makes
good medicine
Music is a truly universal language,
and one that Music Therapist Barnetta
Lesta, speaks well.
Australia winning the next Ashes
Series - a safe bet? Not sure, but
SportsBet 21 Gaming Mathematician,
Dr Tristan Barnett can definitely pick a
winner.
Tristan develops mathematical models
to predict outcomes in sporting events,
with a certain soft-spot for tennis.
Tristan is able to forecast results by
studying player statistics and
combining them with variables: clay,
grass, hard court and infinitely more.
He says, “Published tennis statistics
can be combined to predict the serving
statistics when two given players meet.
These are then used to predict further
match outcomes, such as the length of
the match and chance of either player
winning.”

Tristan’s predictions are used by
international bookmakers for setting
prices for bets as the game is in
progress. But, “just because
something is a likely outcome, doesn’t
mean it will be the final outcome,” he
says.
Tristan’s abilities have seen him win
big at Star City Casino’s blackjack
tables. With his winnings he funded a
trip to gambling Mecca, Las Vegas,
beating the house every time!
Aside from his winning streak at Las
Vegas and completing his PhD in
tennis, Tristan says the ultimate
achievement would be playing in the
world backgammon championships.
For Tristan, “Winning a world
backgammon championship would be
equivalent to winning Wimbledon!”
And Tristan’s Favourite film? You
guessed it: A Beautiful Mind.

As a child, Barnetta wanted to be a
musical performer. Now, she uses
musical therapy to address the health
problems of frail aged and dementia
patients at Baptist Community
Services and Hornsby Kuring-gai Care
Association.
Music therapy is a well established
healthcare profession that treats
physical and emotional issues through
musical involvement. Though the work
is challenging and difficult at times,
Barnetta says her efforts are rewarded
when “windows of communication
open up and wonderful responses of
eye contact, smiles, body movement
and singing in otherwise apathetic or
uncommunicative individuals happen.”
Barnetta says that it is the closeness
and support from the small class that
studied Music Therapy that is her best
memory of UTS. “While we all
journeyed and progressed individually,
we were all able to support each other
through our learning.”

Since graduating in 2003, Barnetta has
published a paper relating to current
dementia issues entitled Familiar
Group Singing: Addressing Mood and
Social Behaviour of Resident’s with
Dementia Experiencing Sundowning.
She has also presented at several
aged care conferences and has
returned to UTS as a guest Music
Therapy lecturer.
So, aside from a fleeting smile or a
glint of recognition, what inspires this
remarkable woman? “People who
have achieved their goals against the
odds. It’s the greatest lesson that I’ve
learnt in life, to not give up, to
persevere and to persist even when
you get knocked back a few times.”
Sage advice, though Barnetta warns,
“Do your absolute best, but don’t get to
breaking point. It doesn’t serve
anyone, least of all yourself.”
And Barnetta’s favourite way to
unwind and relax? “Putting my feet up
with a paper or magazine and a
cuppa!”
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celebrating
30 years of
UTS:law

The UTS Faculty of Law was founded
30 years ago, and in this anniversary
year UTS will be celebrating the
Faculty’s achievements and looking
forward to the future.
As part of the 30th Anniversary year
events, the Faculty will conduct a
lunchtime research seminar series
featuring interesting, and at times,
controversial speakers. During the
second half of the year the Faculty will
hold a special forum at which eminent
speakers from the legal profession will
be asked to reflect on the contribution
of the academy to practice, and the
impact of professional practice on
research. These themes are both
highly relevant to UTS:LAW as we
continue to build strong links with the
profession, and develop external
engagement through the formation of
the new Law Executive Council.

As UTS:LAW enters the next phase of
development, our focus is on building
and maintaining relationships with
graduates. In March the UTS:LAW
Alumni Network was launched,
attended by a variety of Faculty staff
and Law alumni. We acknowledge the
contribution and achievements of our
graduates in helping enhance the
reputation of Law at UTS, making it
one of the top five law schools in NSW.
The UTS:LAW Alumni Network will
provide opportunities for graduates to
reconnect with the Faculty of Law,
assist their career development, build
relationships with fellow alumni
through social, professional
development, networking and
mentoring events, and foster their
involvement with the University.
To join the Law Network, please
contact the UTS:LAW Alumni Officer
P. +61 2 9514 3750 or
E. anna.munro@uts.edu.au

alumni
networks
Alumni networks offer opportunities
for social and professional networking
with alumni from your faculty or
discipline, or who live in the same
region, or work in the same industry.
Alumni members are closely involved
in running networks with support from
the Alumni & Development Office.
Graduates are welcome to join an
existing alumni network, or can set up
a new alumni network with assistance
from the Alumni & Development
Office. Ways in which UTS can help
include:
> locating members for the network
> sending email communications to
network members
> promoting the network via the 		
alumni website and alumni 		
communications
> providing some financial assistance
for events.

Current alumni networks:

Local networks
Balmain Teachers’ College Orange
Grove Annexe Network
Business Network
Engineering Network
Kuring-gai Staff Network
Law Network
Leisure, Sport and Tourism Network
Media Arts & Production Network
Public Communication Network
Visual Communication Network
Writers’ Network
International networks
European Network
Hong Kong Network
Malaysia Network
Shanghai Network
Thailand Network
United Kingdom Network
United States of America Network
Joining or forming a network
For more information on joining an
existing network or forming a new
network, please contact the
Alumni & Development Office.
E: alumni@uts.edu.au
T: +61 2 9514 8036
W: www.alumni.uts.edu.au
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super

soaker

Arsenic – a toxic metal that can be fatal
to humans and has huge impacts on
the environment – occurs in high
quantities in the groundwater of
countries such as Bangladesh,
Vietnam, India, Taiwan, Nepal, China,
and even in some areas of America
and Australia.

“Sponge is also cost effective, so it can
be applied in small communities and
in developing countries. And once the
sponge is full of arsenic it can be easily
disposed of. It can be regenerated with
chemical solutions or it can easily be
squashed and incorporated in building
materials such as concrete,” he says.

High arsenic levels found in tube wells,
indicate that 57 million people using
untreated groundwater, especially in
developing countries, are at risk of
contracting chronic arsenic poisoning.
Arsenic poisoning can cause cancer
and has also been implicated in
gastrointestinal disorders, muscular
weakness, loss of appetite, nerve
tissue injuries and blackfoot disease.

“A calculation based on a field
experiment showed that 0.6kg of ironcoated sponge packed in a 25cm by
80cm PVC column, can provide three
months worth of safe water for a family
of four,” says Professor Vigneswaran.

Professor Vigi Vigneswaran, Dr Huu
Hao Ngo and PhD student Vin Nguyen
of the Faculty of Engineering have a
solution that is within easy reach of
people in developing countries: a hightech sponge coated with iron.
“Sponge is an ideal material for
removing arsenic from water because
it is very porous and has a large
surface area that helps arsenic
absorption,” says Professor
Vigneswaran. “The two most common
forms of arsenic are strongly attracted
to iron oxide, so when the sponge is
removed from the water, the arsenic is
bound to it.”

“The attractive feature of this process
is that the iron-coated sponge is easy
to use in many and varied
technological situations. It can be
soaked in a bucket of water, enclosed
in a PVC pipe (with water poured
through it), or added to a filter on a
tap”, he says.
The researchers will begin testing the
system in Vietnam this year.
Photos by Carmen Lee

Extensive laboratory testing proved
that the iron-coated sponge was more
effective, per weight of material, at
removing arsenic than other filtering
materials. The testing also revealed
the sponge to be comparable with
advanced technologies such as
nanofiltration and membrane systems.
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Doctoral Student in International
Studies and Thai Language and
Culture Program, Jorge Gonzales, says
that after enrolling in the Program he
was astonished to find out that
Southeast Asian languages are being
phased out of many universities.
Jorge became interested in Thai
language and culture after he joined
an Australian team of volunteers to
assist communities which were
devastated by the tsunami on 26th
December 2004. The experience
sharpened his focus on how he could
help make a big difference for
communities at risk.
“It’s a scary time for communities that
are completely dependent on others to
provide their basic necessities and the
materials they need to rebuild their
community’s infrastructure and secure
their future. It struck me that we could
learn from, and better cooperate with,
people on their own recovery.”

“I was stunned to learn soon after I
enrolled that government funding was
not adequate for Sydney University to
maintain its Thai language department
and that it was reviewing its Indonesian
language program.”

While UTS has had ongoing projects
with Thai universities over 30 years,
these are under funding constraints
and Jorge hopes his postgraduate
work will help rejuvenate this
involvement.

“UTS, which also needs additional
funding to maintain its language and
culture programs, offered to provide
Thai language classes for Sydney
University students in exchange for
access to classes at Sydney for UTS
students wanting to study the
Indonesian language. I can’t
understand how the Australian
Government can afford not to provide
adequate funding for the study of
Southeast Asian language and culture
programs. Particularly since the freetrade agreement between Australia
and Thailand came in to force in
January 2005. Tariffs on Australian
products exported to Thailand have
dropped significantly and will virtually
be eliminated in the next four years. If
we are to prosper in this dynamic
region, it’s vital we know our
neighbours’ languages and cultures.”

“We can’t take anything for granted in
Southeast Asia. We need to know our
neighbours much better if we are
going to engage with them for our
mutual benefit. Decisions about where
our money goes need to be better
informed and more transparently
allocated in accordance with our and
their strategic interests.”
Photo by Carmen Lee

thai ties
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About UTS:Alumni

UTS:Alumni is the point of contact for
graduates once they have left UTS. We
offer a range of special alumni events,
services and publications to allow
graduates to stay connected to the
University and benefit from
networking with one another.

How do I join?

Membership is FREE and open to all
graduates of UTS and its antecedent
institutions. Please contact us to join:
E: alumni@uts.edu.au
T: +61 2 9514 8036
W: www.alumni.uts.edu.au

UTS:Alumni member benefits
Online interactive member area

UTS:Alumni has launched the new
online interactive member area
featuring an e-Business Directory and
e-Communities. As a registered
alumni member you can log in and list
your professional details free on the
e-Business Directory. With
e-Communities you can meet and
network with fellow UTS graduates all
over the world and find out about
professional career development and
employment opportunities. Log in at:
www.members.alumni.uts.edu.au

Publications

> Stay Connected biannual alumni
magazine
> e:CONNECT monthly e-magazine
Include special alumni offers, job
vacancies, upcoming alumni events,
plus information on the latest news,
events and research at UTS.

Invitations to alumni events

If you are an alumni member of a UTS
sports or activities club, your
Advantage Program membership can
also help earn higher subsidies and
grants for your club.

Access to the UTS Library

In addition, your Advantage Program
membership support will help UTS
Union continue to provide essential
community services and facilities on
campus and help enhance the student
experience at UTS.

Regular alumni events are organised
both in Australia and overseas to
assist with professional development
and offer opportunities for networking.
Four levels of access available:
> Opal level – ‘walk-in’ access to the
Library collection
> Emerald level - borrowing only
> Amethyst level - remote access to
online databases
> Jasper level - borrowing and remote
access to online databases.

Cut-price magazine subscriptions
UTS has joined forces with
Studentmagazines.com.au to offer
alumni members reduced price
subscriptions to The Economist, Time,
BRW and New Scientist magazines.

UTS Union Ltd Advantage
Program

All Alumni are invited to join the
Advantage Program for an annual
membership rate of $190. Semester
memberships are also available
for $95.
If you used your Advantage card to
save just an average of $1 a day you
would earn back this membership fee
and more! For example, you can use
your Advantage card to get 20% off
three and six month memberships at
the UTS Union Fitness Centre, and to
receive discounts at retail outlets such
as Sanity Music, Sportsgirl, Dick
Smith, Harvey World Travel, Coles,
Woolworths, Big W and Caltex.

For further information about the UTS
Union Advantage Program, or to apply
online visit:
www.utsunion.uts.edu.au/advantage.
For feedback or enquiries about the
UTS Union Advantage Program email:
union.advantage@uts.edu.au.

Alumni business centre

The alumni business centre in the
Alumni & Development Office can be
booked for up to 1.5 hours per session.
The centre includes a new PC with
internet access and Microsoft Office,
plus facilities for printing and
photocopying.

UTS Careers Service

Within one year of graduating, alumni
can continue to access the UTS
Careers Service free of charge. After
that date, alumni can access career
counselling (for a reduced fee) and use
the online job database to search for
job vacancies.

UTS Traditional Chinese Medicine
(TCM) Clinic

Short courses

Registered members are entitled to a
discount on selected short course
programs. Please visit:
www.shortcourses.uts.edu.au

UTS:Alumni members can access
acupuncture, Chinese remedial
massage (tuina), and Chinese herbal
medicine services at the discounted
student and staff rate.

Discounted computer hardware

Need more information?

Discounted computer hardware is
available through the UTS:IT
Purchasing Department. Please visit
http://www.itpurchasing.uts.edu.au/
and click on the alumni tab for more
details.

For more details on any of these
benefits or to join UTS:Alumni please
contact us:
E: alumni@uts.edu.au
T: +61 2 9514 8036
W: www.alumni.uts.edu.au

20mb email storage account

UTS offers all graduates access to a
unique email address:
your.name@alumni.uts.edu.au
with 20mb storage.
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UTS:support

what we’ve been 						
					 doing

YOU CAN BE AN EVEN
BIGGER PART OF UTS
The University of Technology, Sydney is a young, dynamic university with an
enviable reputation. For UTS to continue excelling and growing in the current
funding climate, we must rely on our alumni for support. What is good for
UTS is good for UTS graduates and the value of your UTS degree is linked to
the University’s reputation.
All alumni are invited to support UTS financially. By investing in UTS, you will
help UTS maintain its reputation for excellence and reach new heights.
I am pleased to be able to support UTS as it continues transforming lives
through knowledge.

UTS values its relationships with
alumni, and strives to create
meaningful networking opportunities
to link alumni members with each
other and to the University. Below are
some of the UTS:Alumni events held
during the past year.

September 2006 – Staff
Giving Program
Morning Tea

The Vice-Chancellor, Professor Ross
Milbourne hosted a morning tea to
thank staff for participating in the Staff
Giving Program. The Staff Giving
Program was developed to help
support scholarship funds for
disadvantaged students through
donations from UTS Staff. A large
proportion of staff across the university
support the Program.

October 2006 – UTS:Alumni
Reception, New York

The UTS:Alumni Reception, New York
was held in October. Hosted by the
Vice-Chancellor, Professor Ross
Milbourne, the guest speaker was
renowned recent past UTS rowing
coach Tim Mclaren.

October 2006 – Professional
Development SeminarManaging Career Direction
To help new graduates gain career
management advice, UTS Business
Network President and a executive
recruitment specialist, Joyce Yong,
spoke to alumni on managing career
direction.

November 2006 – UTS:Alumni
End of Year Celebration
The End of Year Celebration attracted
many alumni, staff and friends to the
UTS Chancellery. Entertainment
included Capoeira Brazilian Martial
Arts dancers and drummers, and
presentations from senior executives,
alumni and students.

March 2007 – Drinks with
‘Sam and the City’

All alumni living in NSW were invited
to hear ‘Sam in the City’ Sydney
Morning Herald blog author, Sam
Brett speak on her career rise from
school girl to reporter for Fox News in
New York. At 23, the accomplished
UTS alumnus, author, journalist, radio
and TV presenter now writes the SMH
blog on dating and relationships in
Australia. Sam addressed an
enthusiastic crowd of 70 alumni who
were seeking not only career advice,
but an insight into dating and
relationships in Australia today.
If you would like more information
about alumni events, or to join a
UTS:Alumni Network, please contact
the Alumni & Development Office
P. +61 2 9514 8036
E. alumni@uts.edu.au

I am able to donate:
l $30 l $50 l $75

l $100 l $200 l $500 l Other $.....................

OR
I am able to make a regular monthly donation of $.......................... to be
deducted from my credit card on the 10th of every month, until I notify UTS
otherwise in writing.

l I enclose a cheque payable to UTS (for mail replies only)

Please debit my credit card:

l MasterCard l Visa l Amex

llll llll llll llll

Expiry date: …... / …... Name on card: ………………………………..................……………
Signature: ………………………………………………….
Email: …………………………………………………………………………………..
Phone (h): ……………..………………………..Phone (bus): ..………………………………………
Donations of $2 and above are tax deductible
Please direct my gift to:

l Improvement of student facilities
l Scholarships to assist students in need

After you have completed this form, please return it to the UTS:Alumni &
Development Office.
Fax: + 61 2 9514 8033
Or post to:
Reply Paid 123
Broadway
NSW 2007 Australia
Name (Prof, Dr, Mr, Mrs, Ms, etc..) ……………………………….……………………………
Address ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….........…
……..………………………..…………………………………….

Postcode …….……………….....

l Please send me confidential information about remembering UTS in my will
Thank you for your support.
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More information on
alumni benefits
Alumni & Development Office
www.alumni.uts.edu.au
University Library
www.lib.uts.edu.au
UTS:Union
www.utsunion.uts.edu.au
UTS:IT Purchasing
www.itpurchasing.uts.edu.au

General nformation
about UTS

UTS:Home Page
www.uts.edu.au
UTS:Courses
www.uts.edu.au/study/courses
UTS:Postgraduate courses
www.uts.edu.au/study/postgraduate.html
UTS:Short courses
www.shortcourses.uts.edu.au
Research
www.research.uts.edu.au
UTS:Gallery
www.utsgallery.uts.edu.au

Other useful links

Replacement testamurs and transcripts
http://www.sau.uts.edu.au/forms
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